Cloud Automation Deploy Service

5 STEPS to Improving Business Agility and Operational Efficiency

Deliver Virtual Machine Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

VMware cloud automation solutions provision infrastructure and applications throughout your physical, virtual, and cloud environment in minutes.

1 Cut the Red Tape with Self-Provisioned Services

A self-service, policy-based portal with a catalog of custom services provides efficient, automated infrastructure. Users simply log in and request a resource using a drag-and-drop interface. Provisioning occurs in minutes, so your business is more agile and your users are more productive.

- Eliminates time-consuming manual provisioning
- Integrates security best-practices throughout your IT processes
- Reduces dependence on Shadow IT

2 VMware vRealize Automation

Cloud automation software from VMware improves business agility, operational efficiency, and service delivery by automating infrastructure provisioning across multiple hardware platforms, hypervisors, and clouds.

- Automated delivery of personalized infrastructure, applications and custom IT services

3 Transition to an IaaS Delivery Model

The VMware Cloud Automation Deploy Service provides an automated deployment of virtual machine infrastructure based on a VMware vRealize Automation® reference design. The design provides a prescribed foundation for the automated delivery of a base IaaS implementation.

- Maintain personalized, business-relevant policies that enforce application deployment standards
- Accelerate business agility by helping your users be more productive
- Deliver greater IT responsiveness to business needs
- Give end users a seamless experience
Deploy Cloud Automation with Professional Services Expertise

A SOLID FOUNDATION
- Start with a deployment built for growth
- Receive help deploying and validating platform prerequisites
- Create a functioning IaaS environment for delivering virtual machine infrastructure

A HIGH-VALUE ENGAGEMENT
- Quickly explore the solution’s capabilities and benefits
- Speed development of a functioning IaaS environment by leveraging a pre-validated infrastructure
- Build cloud automation knowledge and experience

THE RIGHT EXPERTISE
- Receive two weeks of assistance from VMware experts with unparalleled cloud automation expertise and customer experience

Create Positive IT Outcomes

- Efficient, automated IT service delivery model
- Self-service portal with one catalog of custom services
- Simple, end user-friendly provisioning
- Streamlined application assembly

Start Now
Contact your VMware Sales Rep or ask to speak with a VMware Professional Services representative.